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Abstract: Glaciogenic deposits of the Rapitan and Hay Creek Groups are exposed in the Tatonduk inlier of east-central Alaska and the
western Yukon. The Rapitan Group ranges in thickness from c. 50 to 700 m with Fe-formation common in the upper 10 m. In the most
distal settings, the Rapitan Group is separated from the diamictite of the Hay Creek Group by over 100 m of sandstone and siltstone;
however, the Hay Creek Group contains large erosive surfaces and cannibalizing breccia, and rarely preserves strata between the two
glaciogenic deposits. The diamictite of the Hay Creek Group is capped by a white- to buff-coloured dolostone with pseudo-teepee struc-
tures, bed-parallel, isopachous sheet-crack cements, and a depleted C-isotope signature. Late Neoproterozoic glacial deposits in the
Tatonduk inlier were formerly assigned to the Tindir Group. To simplify the nomenclature in the northwestern Canadian Cordillera,
the Tindir Group was abandoned and replaced with nomenclature consistent with that of the Windermere Supergroup in the Mackenzie
Mountains. The mixed lithology and anchizone-grade metamorphism distinguish the Rapitan and Hay Creek Groups in the Tatonduk
inlier as attractive future targets for integrated micropalaeontology, geochemistry, palaeomagnetism and geochronology.

Cairnes (1914) referred to Precambrian stratigraphy exposed along
the international border between the United States and Canada
as the Tindir Group. Mertie (1930, 1933) later described the strati-
graphy (and natural history of the region) in remarkable detail and
divided the Tindir Group into seven units. Brabb & Churkin (1969)
produced an excellent map of the geology on the Alaskan side of
the border, while the Tindir Group was mapped on the Yukon
side of the border by Norris (1982); however, exact correlations
of specific units of the Tindir Group across the border remained
ambiguous until more recent mapping and compilation (Dover
1992; Van Kooten et al. 1997) and integrated litho- and chemostra-
tigraphy (Macdonald et al. 2010a, b, 2011; Macdonald & Roots
2010). To improve the consistency of geological maps of the
Yukon and promote the synthesis of geological data, Macdonald
et al. (2011) reassigned the Lower Tindir Group to the Pinguicula
and Fifteenmile Groups of the Mackenzie Mountains Supergroup
and the Upper Tindir Group to the Rapitan, Hay Creek and
‘upper’ groups of the Windermere Supergroup (Figs 35.1 & 2).

The Upper and Lower Tindir Groups were first distinguished by
Payne & Allison (1981), despite the fact that no unconformable
contacts have been observed between the two (Young 1982).
The Lower Tinder Group consists primarily of dolomite and
shale that are commonly cut with north-trending mafic dykes
(Van Kooten et al. 1997). Unlike the Lower Tindir Group, the
units of the Upper Tindir Group are not cut by mafic dykes (Van
Kooten et al. 1997). Young (1982) separated the Upper Tindir
Group into five units in ascending stratigraphic order from unit 1
to unit 5: unit 1 consists primarily of mafic volcanic rocks; unit
2, purple mudstones and diamictite, including Fe-formation; unit
3, an additional massive diamictite; unit 4, platfomal dolomites
and green to light grey shales; unit 5, grey to black shales and lime-
stones. In the updated stratigraphic framework (Macdonald et al.
2011), unit 1 is renamed the Pleasant Creek volcanic rocks, unit
2 is the Rapitan Group, unit 3 and the ‘teepee’ dolomite at the
base of unit 4 constitute the Hay Creek Group, and the rest of
unit 4 and unit 5 are assigned to the ‘upper’ group. The informal
upper group is a provisional name that encompasses the Sheepbed,
Gametrail, Blueflower and Risky formations in the Mackenzie
Mountains (e.g. Aitken 1989; Dalrymple & Narbonne 1996; Mac-
Naughton et al. 2000, 2008) and equivalent strata in the Ogilvie
Mountains (Macdonald et al. 2011).

Exposures of the Windermere Supergroup in the Tatonduk inlier
are typically limited to the walls of creek beds. Allison et al. (1981)

followed Mertie (1933) in designating the exposures along the
Tatonduk River as the type locality of the diamictite-bearing
units. This choice is due in part to the relative ease of access, but
is problematic because of structural complications and the pres-
ence of a major disconformity under the diamictite in the Hay
Creek Group. Owing to lack of exposure, the critical features of
both diamictites are not present at one single locality. Along
Pass Creek (Fig. 35.3), Fe-formation of the Rapitan Group and por-
tions of both diamictites are exposed, but the overlying teepee
dolomite is not present. Along Hard Luck Creek (Fig. 35.3), the
contact between the Fe-formation and underlying diamictite can
be observed, and the teepee dolomite is present, although the dia-
mictite of the Hay Creek Group is not exposed. This lack of
exposure coupled with the presence of multiple disconformities
creates a significant challenge (and many uncertainties) in regional
stratigraphic correlations.

Structural framework

Neoproterozoic diamictites of the Windermere Supergroup are
exposed through an erosional window, referred to as the Tatonduk
inlier, which extends across the Canadian border into Alaska
(Fig. 35.2). Present exposures are the product of a mid-Cretaceous
to Palaeogene foreland fold-and-thrust belt (Norris 1972) associ-
ated with the underplating of the Yakutat Block (Fuis et al.
2008). The Tatonduk inlier protrudes from the elbow of the
Ogilvie deflection, where the orientation of folds and thrusts
transition from north-vergent to west-vergent due to Cenozoic
activity on the Kaltag fault and associated dextral transpressional
structures (Norris 1972). Anchizone-grade metamorphism is
suggested by the presence of economic oil deposits in the overlying
Phanerozoic strata sourced in part from Palaeozoic shales (Van
Kooten et al. 1997).

Late Neoproterozoic strata in the Tatonduk inlier are a north-
western continuation of the Windermere Supergroup in the Mack-
enzie (Aitken 1989), Wernecke (Pyle et al. 2004) and Ogilvie
Mountains (Mustard & Roots 1997), for which deposition com-
menced with rifting of the northwestern margin of Laurentia
(Stewart 1975). Neoproterozoic strata in the Tatonduk inlier
have also been correlated with the Katakturuk Dolomite in the
northeastern Brooks Range of Arctic Alaska (Rainbird et al.
1996); however, the Katakturuk Dolomite was likely deposited
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on a separate margin, as it is doubtful that the pre-Mississippian
Arctic Alaska-Chukotka Plate was part of Laurentia (McClelland,
1997; Blodgett et al. 2002; Dumoulin et al. 2002).

Although unconformities have not been observed in the Wind-
ermere Supergroup of the Tatonduk inlier, multiple disconformi-
ties are present in the Hay Creek Group marked by erosional

surfaces and breccias. The Hard Luck Creek Fault (HLF) marks
an abrupt expansion of the stratigraphy, and can be extended to
the SE into the Ogilvie Mountains where it has been named the
Mt. Harper Fault, and roughly marks a former rift shoulder of
the Laurentian margin (Mustard & Roots 1997). The HLF and
other Precambrian faults in the region were inverted during mid-
Cretaceous to Palaeogene shortening (Brabb & Churkin 1969;
Van Kooten et al. 1997).

Stratigraphy

The stratigraphy of the diamictite-bearing units in the Tatonduk
inlier was reviewed by Allison et al. (1981) and described in
detail by Young (1982). Additional measured sections are pre-
sented in Macdonald et al. (2010a, supplementary material,
2010b, supplementary material, 2011). Diamictite of the Rapitan
Group is underlain by the Pleasant Creek volcanic rocks, which
are up to 200 m thick and consist chiefly of amygdaloidal pillow
basalt and cherty hyaloclastic breccia, with minor tuff, shale and
conglomerate. The Rapitan Group is composed primarily of fine-
laminated purple and red mudstone and siltstone that are sprinkled
with dolomite and basaltic lonestones. The upper c. 15 m of the
Rapitan Group commonly hosts a massive diamictite and
Fe-formation. The Rapitan Group is overlain by the Hay Creek
Group, which is composed of up to 150 m of planar laminated
siltstone and sandstone with minor dolomite marl, massive diamic-
tite, and dolomite breccia capped by a white to buff-coloured
dolostone with bed-parallel cements. The uppermost dolostone
of the Hay Creek Group is less than 5 m thick and rests discon-
formably on all of the underlying units of the Windermere Super-
group and the Pleasant Creek volcanic rocks (Fig. 35.4). The upper
group is composed largely of black shale with minor allodapic
carbonate.

Fig. 35.2. Location map of the NW

Cordillera with Cryogenian and Ediacaran

strata in grey. AACP, Arctic Alaska-

Chukotka Plate. Inset shows the

distribution of the Mackenzie Mountains

and Windermere Supergroups in the

Tatonduk Inlier. Teeth on thrust faults.
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Dates are U–Pb CA-IDTIMS zircon ages (Macdonald et al. 2010b).
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Glaciogenic deposits and associated strata

Rapitan Group

The Rapitan Group (formerly Upper Tindir unit 2) is exposed near
the international border along Pleasant Creek and in outcrops close
to the Tatonduk River (Macdonald et al. 2010b). These strata are
chiefly composed of fine-laminated purple and red mudstone and
siltstone speckled with dolomite gravel lonestones. Scattered
throughout the siltstone are thin diamictite beds (,1 m) dominated
by clasts of dolomite, clastic grit and volcanic cobbles. The
Rapitan Group also contains faceted clasts, boulders with stria-
tions, slumped beds, flame structures, groove casts and flute struc-
tures (Young 1982). The upper c. 15 m of the Rapitan Group
(Fig. 35.5a; section T709) hosts multiple c. 10-cm-thick beds of
Fe-formation, which are interbedded with a laminated diamictite
with bed-penetrating, outsized clasts. The majority of clasts in
the Rapitan Group consist of dolomite derived from the underlying
Fifteenmile Group. Where the upper contact of the Fifteenmile
Group is exposed, it is overlain by a well-sorted, imbricated car-
bonate matrix conglomerate with abundant dolostone clasts of
variable size, interpreted as a debris flow, which is followed by
the parallel-bedded siltstone and sandstone of the Hay Creek
Group. The thickness of the Rapitan Group varies greatly from
,50 m near Pleasant Creek to .700 m c. 20 km to the NW
(Young 1982). Palaeocurrent measurements in the interbedded
siltstone suggest a west-facing margin (present coordinates)
(Young 1982).

Calcareous concretions and jasper lenses are present in the
Fe-formation, while foreign clasts are rare. Chemical analyses
of the Fe-formation yield FeO concentrations up to 50%, high
SiO2/Al2O3, and depletions in most other elements, suggesting
low clastic deposition and a chemical silica contribution
(Young 1982).

Hay Creek Group (formerly units 3a, 3b and 4a of the Upper

Tindir Group)

In the most western sections along Pass Creek (T710), the Rapitan
Group is overlain by c. 140 m of planar bedded, siltstone, sand-
stone and marl. These beds lack any evidence of tidal influence,
lack lonestones, are commonly stacked in fining-upward Bouma
sequences, and as such, are interpreted as deep-water turbidites.
The turbidite beds are succeeded by an additional diamictite unit,
but the contact between the two is not exposed. In section T710 the
diamictite of the Hay Creek Group is 22 m thick and consists of
10 m of massive diamictite, 10 m of laminated centimetre-beds
of siltstone and an additional 2 m of stratified diamictite (Fig.
35.5b). The massive diamictite is clast-dominated with boulders
of dolomite, and cobbles of Fe-formation, siltstone, conglomerate
and basalt in a marly pink matrix. The bedded diamictite has the
same clast composition as the rock below it, but clasts are slightly
smaller with no boulders, and a matrix of purple silt. Approxi-
mately 20 km to the NW of Pass Creek (section Y.S. 9), still
west of the HLF, the diamictite of the Hay Creek Group is poorly

Fig. 35.3. Geological map of exposures

along the Tatonduk River and Hard Luck

Creek.
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exposed, but lonestones c. 2 m in diameter are present, and the dia-
mictite is capped by a buff-coloured dolostone (Young 1982).

Along the Tatonduk River, Young (1982) described a massive,
over 250-m-thick, crudely stratified, purple diamictite interbedded
with minor amounts of contorted purple mudstone and lenses
of chert. We assign this diamictite to the Hay Creek Group.
Clasts are up to 0.6 m across, and consist predominantly of
dolomite from the Fifteenmile Group, with minor limestone,
basalt and chert. Faceted and striated clasts have been described
at this locality (Allison et al. 1981), but have not been observed
elsewhere in the Tatonduk inlier. The diamictite of the Hay
Creek Group is also very thick c. 20 km due north, NE of the
HLF (Van Kooten et al. 1997), where it cuts down into the
underlying stratigraphy.

Northeast of the HLF, the diamictite of the Hay Creek Group
is either absent, or represented by a dolomite (matrix and clast)
breccia. No foreign clasts have been identified with the exception
of some clasts of the Pleasant Creek volcanic rocks near the base.
This breccia cuts out the underlying units of the Windermere
Group and rests on the Pleasant Creek volcanic rocks (Fig. 35.4).

The overlying dolomite, ,5 m thick, rests disconformably on
underlying units of the Hay Creek Group as well as the Pleasant
Creek volcanic rocks and Rapitan Group strata. It is white to
buff-coloured dolostone with bed-parallel cements (pseudo-
teepee structures of Young 1982). These pseudo-teepees do not
show a polygonal plan-form or a concentration of cements
along the broken pieces, as is typical of teepees that are of a sub-
aerial exposure origin (Kendall & Warren 1987). Instead,
cements are isopachous and bed-parallel, and beds are contorted
and irregularly buckled, suggesting intraformational detachment
during deposition. Similar ‘sheet-crack’ cements are present in

several basal Ediacaran cap carbonates globally (Hoffman &
Macdonald 2010).

The ‘Upper’ Group

The Hay Creek Group is overlain by the ‘upper’ group (formerly
units 4b and 5 of the Upper Tindir Group), which consists of as
much as 50 m of planar laminated siltstone, sandstone and dolomi-
tic marl, and an additional sequence of black shale interbedded
with minor organic-rich limestone (Fig. 35.4; section T707).
Like the underlying units, the ‘upper’ group displays a major stra-
tigraphic expansion to the SW ranging from 40–75 m thick in the
Yukon to c. 700 m thick along the Tatonduk River in Alaska (Mac-
donald et al. 2010a). Both Hay Creek and the ‘upper’ group strata
are consistent with a SW-facing margin (present coordinates).

These ‘upper’ group units form the final clastic-carbonate cycle
prior to deposition of the Cambrian sandstone (Backbone Ranges
Formation) and the commencement of the miogeocline after
break-up of Rodinia. This group completes Windermere Super-
group sedimentation and episodic extension.

Boundary relations with overlying and underlying

non-glacial units

The basal contact of the Rapitan Group was not seen; however,
volcanic fragments similar in composition to the underlying Plea-
sant Creek volcanic rocks are common in the lower half of the
massive diamictite. The uppermost exposures of the Rapitan
Group commonly consist of Fe-formation. At some localities the
upper contact is exposed, and overlain by a well-sorted, dolomite

Fig. 35.4. Chemo- and lithostratigraphy of the ‘upper’ group in east-central Alaska. Y.S. indicates section from Young (1982). Sections have been projected along the

Hard Luck Fault (i.e. to the NW) to an east–west line, with distances between sections estimated from the projection. Note the change in scale for two sections SW of the

Hard Luck fault, which are approximately four times as thick as sections NE of the fault. See Figure 35.3 for section locations.
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clast, dolomite matrix diamictite, interpreted as a debris flow,
which is followed by the parallel-bedded siltstone and sandstone
with Bouma sequences of the Hay Creek Group.

Young (1982) interpreted the diamictite of the Hay Creek Group
along the Tatonduk River as allochthonous in the sedimentary
sense, having been derived from a more proximal setting to the
east of the HLF in a massive slope failure, with an unconformable
basal contact. Allison et al. (1981) interpreted this contact as an

erosional disconformity. These interpretations are consistent
with the erosional disconformity and breccia in the Hay Creek
Group NE of the HLF where much of the underlying stratigraphy
is missing. Although the top contact is not exposed SW of the HLF,
to the NE the breccia is sharply overlain by the buff-coloured
dolostone that defines the top of the Hay Creek Group.

Chemostratigraphy

Carbon-isotope values of the dolomite at the top of the Hay Creek
Group are extremely depleted, although somewhat variable
(Fig. 35.4; Macdonald et al. 2010a, supplementary data). Near
the international border (section T708), values are consistently
between –3‰ and –3.5‰, whereas near Hard Luck Creek (sec-
tions T701 and T709), values are more scattered, ranging from
–6‰ to þ2‰. In the ‘upper’ group, C-isotope values tend to be
enriched (Fig. 35.4).

Carbon and Sr isotopes were reported from unit 5 of the Upper
Tindir Group in Canada (Kaufman et al. 1992); however, these
sections are actually correlative with the Fifteenmile Group
(Macdonald et al. 2010a, b, 2011). The lowest Sr-isotope values
from these sections are near 0.7064 (Macdonald et al. 2010a), a
value that is typical for pre-Sturtian carbonate rocks (Halverson
et al. 2007).

Palaeolatitude and palaeogeography

No palaeomagnetic studies have been reported from the Tatonduk
inlier. Although the lithologies of Pleasant Creek volcanic rocks
and the Rapitan Group (basalts and Fe-rich clastic sediments,
respectively) are ideal targets, most palaeomagnetic studies in
northern Alaska are compromised by a pervasive Late Cretaceous
overprint (Plumley et al. 1989). However, palaeopoles on the
Rapitan Group in the Mackenzie Mountains yield a palaeolatitude
of 6 + 48 (Park 1997). This pole is consistent with the grand mean
pole on the contemporaneous Franklin LIP (Denyszyn et al. 2009),
and demonstrates that Laurentia straddled the equator during depo-
sition of the Rapitan Group (Macdonald et al. 2010b). Although
Laurentia remained at low latitudes until 615 Ma according to
the controversial Long Range Dyke pole (Murthy et al. 1992;
Hodych et al. 2004), Laurentia appears to have migrated to high
latitudes by 590 Ma (Murthy 1971). McCausland et al. (2007)
provide an excellent review of the Ediacaran palaeomagnetic
data from Laurentia.

Geochronological constraints

Radiometric data

The NNW-trending mafic dykes that intrude the Fifteenmile Group
in the Tatonduk inlier have yielded a wide range of K–Ar biotite
and whole-rock ages: 532 + 11 Ma, 572 + 16 Ma, 588 + 14 Ma
and 644 + 18 Ma (Van Kooten et al. 1997). These dykes have
not been observed to intrude any of the Windermere Supergroup
units and are possibly feeder dykes for the Pleasant Creek
volcanic rocks. Because alteration can lead to argon loss (Westcott
1966), these dates are minimum age constraints for the Fifteen-
mile Group.

Along strike to the east in the Coal Creek inlier (Fig. 35.3),
Rapitan Group correlatives rest above the Mt. Harper volcanic
complex (MHVC). Zircons extracted from rhyolite in member D
of the MHVC were dated at 717.43 + 0.14 Ma, and zircons
from a tuff within the Rapitan Group correlatives were dated at
716.47 + 0.24 Ma (U–Pb ID-TIMS; Macdonald et al. 2010b).
In the Rapitan Group of the Mackenzie Mountains, a clast of leu-
cogranite in the Rapitan Group has a U–Pb TIMS bulk zircon age
of 755 + 18 Ma (Ross & Villeneuve 1997).
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Micropalaeontology

Fossils interpreted as microscopic flatworm impressions by
Allison (1975), but possibly sponge spicules (Andy Knoll
pers. comm.), have been described in the shale interbedded
with basalt in the lower portion of the Windermere Supergroup.
It is not clear if these samples were collected from the Pleasant
Creek volcanic rocks, Rapitan Group or the Hay Creek Group, as
they are reported in the ‘basalt and red beds’ unit of Brabb &
Churkin (1969), which incorporates all three. Recent biomarker
work suggests that the presence of sponge spicules in the Wind-
ermere Supergroup is not inconsistent with a Cryogenian age
(Love et al. 2009). Microfossils have also previously been
described in chert of Fifteenmile Group (in strata previously mis-
mapped as unit 5 of the Upper Tindir Group; Macdonald et al.
2010a), including cyanobacterial coccoids, acritarchs such as
Trachyhystrichosphaera, vase-shaped microfossils and unique,
enigmatic siliceous scales (Allison 1980; Allison & Hilgert
1986; Allison & Awramik 1989). More recent studies have
extracted these microfossils from the surrounding carbonate
rock, and have demonstrated that they are composed of phos-
phate rather than silica, suggesting a green algae taxonomic affi-
nity (Cohen et al. 2011). A pre-717 Ma for these fossils is
supported by C- and Sr-isotope correlations (Macdonald et al.
2010a), the presence of dykes cutting the sections that are
co-magmatic with the Pleasant Creek volcanic rocks, and

geochronology of correlative rocks in the Coal Creek inlier
(Macdonald et al. 2010b, 2011).

Discussion

Depositional setting

The Windermere Supergroup contains two Cryogenian glaciogenic
deposits (Rapitan Group and the diamictite of the Hay Creek
Group) separated by c. 140 m of non-glacial strata (Fig. 35.4). A gla-
ciomarine depositional setting for the Rapitan Group is suggested
by the presence of faceted and striated clasts, bed-penetrating
dropstones, and common outsized and exotic clasts, along with evi-
dence for subaqueous slumping in the form of graded grain flows
and debris flows. Young (1988) ascribed the Fe-formations of the
Rapitan Group, and equivalent strata in the Tatonduk inlier, to
rift-related hydrothermal activity. However, these Fe-formations
are intimately associated with well-developed dropstones. Presum-
ing these diamictites were deposited during the terminal ice retreat,
and presuming an increased solubility of iron in the ocean due
to low oxygen levels under long-lived sea ice (Martin 1965),
Fe-formation can be attributed to an influx of oxygenated fresh
water concentrated at the termini of ice streams (Kirschvink 1992).

The parallel bedded sandstones and siltstones in the lower
portion of the Hay Creek Group are interpreted as turbidites as

Fig. 35.6. Neoproterozoic stratigraphy in

the Tatonduk inlier and correlations with

the Windermere Supergroup exposed c.

500 km east in the Mackenzie Mountains of

Canada. The schematic stratigraphy of the

Windermere Supergroup is modified from

Halverson et al. (2008). IRD mudstones are

laminated fine-grained sediments with

lonestones interpreted as ice rafted debris.
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they lack any evidence of wave action or traction currents, and
beds are stacked in fining-upward Bouma cycles. These green-grey
turbidites are distinguished from the red and purple grain flows in
the Rapitan Group by the lack of lonestones.

Young (1982) interpreted the diamictite of the Hay Creek Group
SW of the HLF as the product of a massive slope failure, and ident-
ified an unconformity at the base. Nonetheless, there is evidence of
a glaciomarine influence on deposition with the presence of
striated clasts (Allison et al. 1981), and a well-bedded diamictite
with dropstones near the top of Hay Creek Group along Pass
Creek (Fig. 35.5b). A depositional setting along the upper slope,
with diamictite being the product of syn-glacial slope failure, is
consistent with the interpretation that the expansion of the strati-
graphy of all of the Windermere Supergroup across the HLF
roughly approximates the slope–shelf transition.

From outcrops along the Tatonduk River, Allison et al. (1981)
cited deformation in Rapitan Group sediments near the overlying
disconformity to suggest that the underlying stratigraphy was
unconsolidated at the time of deposition of the upper diamictite.
However, slumps and syn-sedimentary folds are common through-
out the Rapitan Group (Young 1982), so this deformation in the
Rapitan Group may be syn-sedimentary or the product of grounded
ice during the Rapitan glaciation.

Regional correlations

Another line of evidence that the upper diamictite represents a
second, later glacial event is that it is overlain with a buff-coloured
dolostone. The latter is considered a basal Ediacaran cap carbonate
as it contains bed-parallel, isopachous sheet-crack cements
(Hoffman & Macdonald 2010) and a C-isotope profile similar to
that of thin basal Ediacaran cap carbonates in China (Zhou &
Xiao 2007), Australia (Kennedy 1996) and Namibia (Halverson
et al. 2005).

Lithologically, the Rapitan Group in the Tatonduk inlier is very
similar to the clast poor siltstone and Fe-formation of the Sayunei
Formation in the Mackenzie Mountains (Young 1976; Yeo 1984).
The diamictite of the Hay Creek Group can be correlated with the
Ice Brook Formation (Fig. 35.6). This correlation is particularly
attractive because the carbonate at the top of the Hay Creek
Group shares sedimentological and isotopic characteristics with
the Ravensthroat cap dolomite in the Mackenzie Mountains
(Aitken 1991; James et al. 1999).

Regional correlations of Neoproterozoic strata in NW Canada
are particularly important in light of the recent geochronological
constraints provided by volcanic tuffs interbedded with the Fif-
teenmile and Rapitan Groups in the Ogilvie Mountains (Macdo-
nald et al. 2010b). Coupled with the robust palaeomagnetic poles
in NW Canada (Evans 2000; Denyszyn et al. 2009) and the rich
micropalaeontological record in the Tatonduk inlier (Allison &
Arwimik 1989; Macdonald et al. 2010b), the inliers of the
Ogilvie Mountains hold great promise of a calibrated record of
tectonics, climate, chemistry and life in Cryogenian oceans.
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